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TOMMY LENNARTSSON
Swedish artist Tommy Lennartsson draws on the visual culture of street and
pop art when creating his original vibrant mixed-media artworks. He employs a
mix of abstract and figurative elements that give nods to neo-expressionism,
faux-naїf, pop, and geometric abstraction schools of art. Lennartsson builds up
his canvases with charcoal, acrylic, ink and spray paint, and occasionally sews
and stitches elements together to create striking scenes that ignite the viewer’s
imagination.
By combining materials such as found fabrics Lennartsson creates a
patchwork with different elements for his expressionist canvases. The
unique and playful compositions entice the viewer to use their imagination
to decipher the artist’s intention. Because of his intuitive style, no two works
are the same and each one explores something fresh and exciting.
“The process is a spontaneous and impulsive one in which I layer materials
one upon the other and occasionally stitching and sewing elements together
until the piece begins to take shape. When I look at my paintings, I’m taken
back to my childhood of endless doodling on my bedroom floor,” the artist
describes.
His work has been featured in the Spanish arts and culture magazine Lamono and was selected as the
cover art for the Spring 2019 issue of New England Review.
Lennartsson has exhibited extensively in both group and
solo shows and has caught the attention of collectors
from across the world, including the US, Canada,
Europe, Japan and China.
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Artspace Warehouse, Los Angeles, USA
The Lux Gallery, Portimao, Portugal
DAM Gallery Miami, Florida, USA
Mika Gallery, Tel Aviv, Israel
Bill Lowe Gallery, Atlanta, USA
Tapper-Popermajer Gallery, Sweden
Konstrundan Österlen, Hammenhög, Sweden
Atelje-Gallery N, Lund, Sweden
Konstrundan Österlen, Brösarp, Sweden

Artspace Warehouse is one of the world's leading galleries for savvy contemporary art collectors. With galleries in Zurich and
Los Angeles, Artspace Warehouse specializes in guilt-free international urban, figurative, pop, graffiti and abstract art.
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Gallery litet strå, Bräkne hoby, Sweden
Custom art gallery, Copenhagen,, Denmark
Johan art gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
Gallery Lorentzon, Stockholm, Sweden

Artspace Warehouse is one of the world's leading galleries for savvy contemporary art collectors. With galleries in Zurich and
Los Angeles, Artspace Warehouse specializes in guilt-free international urban, figurative, pop, graffiti and abstract art.

